JOB TITLE: TRAIL CONSTRUCTION VOLUNTEER

DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
Assist in clearing new trails on OCPR lands.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Work with OCPR Staff or Trail Construction Volunteer Leader to remove living and non-living trees, shrubs and other debris for a new trail.
2. Work with OCPR staff or Trail Construction Volunteer to select proper tools for trail construction.
3. Use tools safely and correctly.
4. Ensure trail design plans are implemented to OCPR standards.
5. Work with OCPR staff and or Trail Construction Volunteer Leader to address any issues that may occur during trail construction.

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS:
1. Orientation regarding the goals and objectives of the OCPR department and of the volunteer position.
2. Discussion regarding OCPR work standards.
3. Instruction regarding the proper and safe use of OCPR tools and supplies that may be needed to complete the work involved with the volunteer position.

SKILLS/EXPERIENCE NEEDED:
1. The ability and desire to work outdoors in a variety of conditions.
2. Ability to use hand tools such as loppers.

AGE REQUIREMENTS: 12 years or older*

TIME COMMITMENT: One event

APPLICATION DEADLINE: NA

VOLUNTEER TYPE: Event, Categories 1-3

*Younger volunteers can participate in this activity with direct adult supervision. They will not be permitted to use tools.